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Electron-nuclear interaction in $^{13}$C nanotube double quantum dots

Department of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, USA

For coherent electron spins, hyperfine coupling to nuclei in the host material can either be a dominant source of unwanted spin decoherence,\textsuperscript{12,13} or, if controlled effectively, a resource allowing storage and retrieval of quantum information.\textsuperscript{14,15,16,17} To investigate the effect of a controllable nuclear environment on the evolution of confined electron spins, we have fabricated and measured gate-defined double quantum dots with integrated charge sensors made from single-walled carbon nanotubes with a variable concentration of $^{13}$C (nuclear spin $I = 1/2$) among the majority zero-nuclear-spin $^{12}$C atoms. Spin-sensitive transport in double-dot devices grown using methane with the natural abundance ($\sim 1\%$) of $^{13}$C is compared with similar devices grown using an enhanced ($\sim 99\%$) concentration of $^{13}$C. We observe strong isotope effects in spin-blockaded transport and from the dependence on external magnetic field, estimate the hyperfine coupling in $^{13}$C nanotubes to be on the order of 100 $\mu$eV, two orders of magnitude larger than anticipated theoretically.\textsuperscript{18} $^{13}$C-enhanced nanotubes are an interesting new system for spin-based quantum information processing and memory, with nuclei that are strongly coupled to gate-controlled electrons, differ from nuclei in the substrate, are naturally confined to one dimension, lack quadrupolar coupling, and have a readily controllable concentration from less than one to $10^5$ per electron.

Techniques to prepare, manipulate, and measure few-electron spin states in quantum dots has advanced considerably in recent years, with the leading progress in III-V semiconductor systems.\textsuperscript{19,20,21,22,23} All stable isotopes of III-V semiconductors, such as GaAs, have nonzero nuclear spin, and the hyperfine coupling of electron spins to host nuclei is a dominant source of spin decoherence in these materials.\textsuperscript{24} To eliminate this source of decoherence, group IV semiconductors—various forms of carbon, silicon, and silicon-germanium—which have predominantly zero nuclear spin, are being vigorously pursued as the basis of coherent spin electronic devices. Doubly quantum dots have recently been demonstrated in carbon nanotubes,\textsuperscript{14,15,16} including recent investigation of spin effects.\textsuperscript{17,18}

The devices reported are based on single-walled carbon nanotubes grown by chemical vapor deposition using methane feedstock containing either 99% $^{13}$C (denoted $^{13}$C devices) or 99% $^{12}$C (denoted $^{12}$C devices; see Methods).\textsuperscript{19} The device design (Fig. 1a) uses two pairs of Pd contacts on the same nanotube; depletion by top-gates (blue, green, and gray in Fig. 1a) forms a double dot between one pair of contacts and a single dot between

![Figure 1: Nanotube double dot with integrated charge sensor.](image-url)

- SEM micrograph (with false color) of a device similar to the measured $^{13}$C and $^{12}$C devices. The carbon nanotube (not visible) runs horizontally under the four Pd contacts (red). Top-gates (blue) create voltage-tunable tunnel barriers allowing the formation of a single or double quantum dot between contacts 1 and 2. Plunger gates I, L, and R (green) control the occupancy of the double dot. A separate single dot contacted by Pd contacts 3 and 4 is controlled with gate plunger gate S (gray) and is capacitively coupled to the double dot via a coupling wire (orange).
the other. Devices are highly tunable, as demonstrated in Fig. 1, which shows that tuning the voltage on gate M (Fig. 1b) adjusts the tunnel rate between dots, allowing a cross-over from large single-dot behavior (Fig. 1b) to double-dot behavior (Fig. 1c). Left and right tunnel barriers can be similarly tuned using the other gates shown in blue in Fig. 1a.

A notable feature of nanotube quantum dots that is not shared by GaAs dots is that the energy required to add each subsequent electron, the addition energy, often shows shell-filling structure even in the many-electron regime [19]. An example of a shell-filling pattern, with larger addition energy every fourth electron in the right dot, is seen in Fig. 1d. We find, however, that evident shell filling is not necessary to observe spin blockade at finite bias. Figures 2a and 2b show current through the double dot, $I_{dd}$, as a function of gate voltages $V_R$ and $V_L$ for a weakly coupled, many-electron $^{13}$C double dot at $+1$ and $-1$ mV source-drain bias, respectively, in a range of dot occupancy that does not show shell structure in the addition spectrum of either dot. With a magnetic field $B_{||} = 200$ mT applied along the tube axis, current flow is observed throughout the finite-bias triangles at positive bias, but is suppressed at negative bias for detuning below 0.8 meV, which presumably indicates where an excited state of the right dot enters the transport window.

Current rectification of this type is a hallmark of spin blockade [19] (Fig. 2e): at positive bias, current flows freely as electrons of appropriate spin are drawn from the right lead to form the singlet ground state; at negative bias, current is blocked whenever a triplet state is formed between separated electrons, as the excess electron on the left can neither reenter the left lead nor occupy the lowest orbital state on the right without flipping its spin. Spin blockade was identified in all four devices measured, two each of $^{12}$C and $^{13}$C. Spin blockade was occasionally found to follow a regular even-odd filling pattern, as seen in few-electron GaAs dots [20], though no pattern was seen adjacent to the area in Fig. 2.

Electrostatic sensing of the double-dot charge state is provided by a gate-defined quantum dot formed on a separately contacted portion of the same nanotube. The sensing dot is capacitively coupled to the double dot by a $\approx 1 \mu$m coupling wire [21] (orange gate in Fig. 1a) but electrically isolated by a depletion gate between the Pd contacts. Charge sensor conductance $g_s$ as a function of $V_R$ and $V_L$, acquired simultaneously with transport data in Fig. 2a,b, is shown in Fig. 2c,d. The location of the coupling wire makes $g_s$ especially sensitive to occupancy of the right dot. Inside the positive-bias triangles (Fig. 2c), $g_s$ is intermediate in value between their bordering regions, indicating that the excess electron is rapidly shuttling between the dots as current flows through the double dot. In contrast, inside the negative-bias triangles (Fig. 2d), $g_s$ shows no excess electron on the right dot as a result of spin blockade. These sensor values are consistent with models of finite-bias charge sensing in the spin-blockade regime [20].

The magnetic field dependence of spin blockade provides important information about electron spin relaxation mechanisms [22,23]. A first look at field dependence (Fig. 2f) for a $^{13}$C device shows that for negative bias (purple), spin-blockade leakage current is strongly peaked at $B_{||} = 0$, while for positive bias, the uncomplicated current does not depend on field. As discussed below, this field dependence can be understood in terms of hyperfine-mediated spin relaxation.

The striking difference in field dependence of spin-blockade leakage current between $^{12}$C and $^{13}$C devices is illustrated in Fig. 3a,b. These data show that for neg-
Contrasting magnetic field dependence of leakage current was swept and a are interdot detuning as indicated by the orange lines in a comparable zero-field dip in spin-blockade leakage current. We note that this effect cannot be attributed to sources such as thermal excitation of nuclear spins. The difference in local Overhauser fields in the two dots will induce rapid mixing of all two-electron spin states whenever the applied field is less than the typical difference in fluctuating Overhauser fields. (At higher fields, only the m = 0 triplet can rapidly mix with the singlet). How hyperfine-mediated spin mixing translates to a field dependence of spin-blockade leakage current was investigated experimentally in GaAs devices, with theory developed by Jouravlev and Nazarov.

Field dependence of spin-blockade leakage current for the $^{13}$C device is shown Fig. 3f, along with a theoretical fit (Eq. (11) of Ref. 22 with a constant background current added), from which we extract a root mean square amplitude of fluctuations of the local Overhauser fields, $B_{\text{nuc}} = 6.1$ mT. Assuming gaussian distributed Overhauser fields and uniform coupling, $B_{\text{nuc}}$ is related to the hyperfine coupling constant $A$ by $g_{\mu B}B_{\text{nuc}} = A/\sqrt{N}$, where $g$ is the electron g-factor and $N$ is the number of $^{13}$C nuclei in each dot. Taking $N \sim 3 \times 10^{4}$ and $g = 2$ (see Supplement), yields $A \sim 1 - 2 \times 10^{-4}$ eV, a value that is two orders of magnitude larger than predicted for carbon nanotubes or measured in fullerences.

Signatures of dynamic nuclear polarization provide further evidence of a strong hyperfine interaction in $^{13}$C double dots. Hysteresis in the spin-blockade leakage current near zero detuning is observed when the magnetic field is swept over a tesla-scale range, as shown in Fig. 4a. The data in Fig. 4a,b are from the same $^{13}$C device as in Fig. 3, but with the barriers tuned such that cotunneling processes provide a significant contribution to the leakage current.

We interpret the hysteresis in Fig. 4a as resulting from a net nuclear polarization induced by the electron spin flips required to circumvent spin blockade. This nuclear polarization generates an Overhauser field felt by the electron spins that opposes $B_{\|}$ once $B_{\|}$ passes through zero. The value of the coercive field, $B_c \sim 0.6$ T, the external field at which the two curves rejoin, places a lower bound for the hyperfine coefficient, $A \geq g_{\mu B}B_c \sim 0.7 \times 10^{-4}$ eV (equality corresponding to full polarization), independent of the value inferred from the width of the leakage current peak around zero field (Fig. 3c). If we instead use the value of $A$ inferred from the current peak width (Fig. 3c), the size of $B_c$ implies a $\sim 50\%$ polarization for the data in Fig. 4a. Hysteresis is not observed for non-spin-blockaded transport in the $^{12}$C devices and is not observed in the $^{12}$C devices, suggesting that this effect cannot be attributed to sources such as the Fe catalyst particles or interaction with nuclei in the

![Figure 3: Contrasting magnetic field dependence of leakage current for $^{12}$C and $^{13}$C devices.](image-url)
Large fluctuations in $I_{dd}$ are seen at some values of magnetic field, but not at others (Fig. 4c), similar to behavior observed in GaAs devices. This presumably reflects an instability in nuclear polarization that can arise when polarization or depolarization rates themselves are polarization dependent.

An important conclusion of this work is that the hyperfine coupling constant, $A \sim 1 - 2 \times 10^{-4}$ eV, in the $^{13}$C devices (for both electron and holes, see Methods) is much larger than anticipated. It is possible that the substrate or gate oxide may enhance the degree of s-orbital content of conduction electrons, thus strengthening the contact hyperfine coupling. We also note that a recent theoretical study of electron-nuclear spin interactions in $^{13}$C nanotubes found that the one-dimensional character of charge carriers greatly enhances the effective electron-nuclear interaction. Finally, we note that a large value of $A$ motivates the fabrication of isotopically enriched $^{12}$C nanotubes to reduce decoherence and the use of $^{13}$C tubes as a potential basis of electrically addressable quantum memory.

**Methods**

Carbon nanotubes are grown by chemical vapor deposition using methane feedstock and 5 nm thick Fe catalyst islands on degenerately doped Si substrates with 1 μm thermal oxide. $^{12}$C devices are grown with methane containing natural abundance (1.1%) $^{13}$C; $^{13}$C devices are grown with 99% $^{13}$CH$_4$ (Sigma-Aldrich). Nanotubes are located after growth using a scanning electron microscope, and catalyst islands, source and drain electrodes (15 nm Pd), and top-gates (30 nm Al) are patterned using electron-beam lithography. After contacting with Pd, samples are coated with a noncovalent functionalization layer combining NO$_2$ and trimethylaluminum, followed by atomic layer deposition (ALD) of a 30 nm Al$_2$O$_3$ top-gate insulator (Cambridge Nanotech Savannah ALD system). Measurements were performed in a dilution refrigerator with a base temperature of 30 mK and electron temperature of $\sim 120$ mK, determined from the charge sensing transition width. Nanotubes presented in Figs. 1 and 2 have small bandgaps ($E_g \sim 25$ meV); the $^{13}$C nanotube in Fig. 3b,d,f and the other $^{12}$C nanotube (data not shown) are large-gap semiconducting nanotubes. Charges occupying the dots and leads are electrons, except the data in Fig. 3b,d,f and Fig. 4a,b, where the charge carriers are holes. No significant differences are seen between devices with electron and hole carriers.
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